Future Me: Titan’s Race
We Are The Solution
• Ages 13 – 17
• Date: 15 – 19/7/2019

Introduction
Titans. The ancient Greek believed they were the primary deities, sons and daughters of Gaia,
mother Earth, and Uranus, father Sky. Powerful by their own, they were faced with the challenge of
creating everything that exists, including humanity. They ruled during the Golden Age, in which
peace, harmony, stability, and prosperity reigned, until an unseen situation dared them. During
human history, societies around the world have raised and disappeared. Empires and civilizations, all
of them learning late that the most important thing to continue flourishing, is that we need to evolve to
meet these new challenges. It is now our opportunity to change our fate, to face the reality, and
create solutions for what life is presenting us. We are the ones who have the responsibility to
develop ideas and turn them into realities.
This Summer, the Twelve Titans and the Olympian Gods are finding the brightest students to
continue the tradition of advancing our world but doing so in a way that will not cause harm to the
places and people we love. In Future Me: Titan’s Race, students will work as a team and use their
creativity to participate in a nationwide competition to tackle global challenges. Their mission is to
develop strategies, plan a budget, market, and grow logical ideas which will help the world advance
in a sustainable way, while engaging in games and activities to become a member of the Immortals.
You are called to become a Titan. Do you have what it takes to answer?

Objectives
Our talented Camp Director and the dedicated camp counselors will be there to help students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Use creativity as the fuel for solving problems.
Understand global issues facing the world and the impact they have
Learn how entrepreneurs develop ideas and see projects through till the end
Develop business skills and ethics
Grow as leaders and understanding their strengths within a team
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6. Improve research and focusing abilities
7. Create long lasting bonds with their peers.
8. Enforce the values of honesty, dignity, integrity, and a problem solver.
9. Gain compassion and empathy for all living things
10. Understand the importance of learning from different cultures.

Knowledge and Skills
At Future Me: Titan’s Race we will help students work on the following skills and knowledge:
1. Understand the in-depth process of starting a business including; production, finance,
economics, marketing, and sales
2. Discover their inner strengths within a team and passions
3. Creativity and use of imagination
4. Project-based learning
5. Global awareness and empathy
6. Problem solving and teamwork
7. Critical thinking and planning
8. Leadership
9. Public speaking in English
Following our tradition and commitment to education, all the activities are designed to enhance the
students’ motivation to understand themselves, grow as honorable persons to become great
professionals, understand the power of making an effort to enhance their own talents, and learn how
to socialize with their peers, all of it surrounded by a friendly atmosphere where they can express for
themselves.

Learning Activities
Each camper will have the opportunity to learn about solving world issues, developing business
plans, theatrics, creation of crafts, the importance of self-discovery, and using their imagination as
they enter a post-apocalyptic world. These subjects will be taught through various engaging activities
which take into account all types of learning styles and camper interests and abilities.
The program includes 4 days of different topics and activities. All teams need to participate to make
sure they will not miss any opportunity within the adventure. Following is the schedule of 4 days
camp:
Each section of the program will be divided so the campers join all the adventures:
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Day

Activity

Objective

Learning Outcome

Welcoming message from
the Titans and Olympians

Set the rules of the camp

Structure and planning

Icebreakers and get to
know you team games

Establish an environment inside
the team

Team bonding

Students are given the task to
Mission Briefing 1: Into the develop a solution to a world issue Understand rules of the camp
Titan's Race
and present it on the last day
competition
Participate in a photograph
scavenger hunt to find the perfect
company photo

Team development and
creativity

Understand the problems around
the globe and our duty as citizens
to help

Know what problems the
world faces

Challenge 2: Earn power

Compete in a series of tasks to
earn startup capital for their
company

Problem solving,
communication, teamwork

Sunset Game: Artemis
Challenge

Don’t get caught in search of the
life essentials (food, water, shelter, critical thinking, physical
& space)
strength

Council of the Gods

Continue work from today’s
Mission Briefing

Team bonding and global
awareness

Reception of second
message

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Day 1: CouesUnderstanding Challenge 1: Gaia’s Rally
the issues
Researching Time 1:
Dangers of the World

Day 2: MetisIdeas into
action

Morning games: Medusa’s
Hair
Wake up with energy

Physical wellness

Mission Briefing 2:
Conquering the World’s
problem

Research a global issue and
develop a plan on how to solve it

Global awareness, projectbased learning

Challenge 3: Creation of
Solution’s Name & Slogan

Create a company flag with name
and slogan

Creativity and imagination

Challenge 4: Hercules
Challenge

Face physical and mental
challenges while working as a
team through an obstacle course

Understand the value of
getting out of your comfort
zone

Learn what goes into making a
Research Time 2: Creating business through videos and
a Plan
group activities.

Business skill set, teamwork

Sunset games: Choose
your Destiny

Students can choose from trivia,
karaoke, or group olympics

Bonding with other campers,
creativity, global awareness

Council of the Gods

Continue work from today’s
Mission Briefing

Team bonding and business
development
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Day 3:
CronusPerfecting
your craft

Reception of third
message.

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Morning Games: Optional
games or free time

optional morning games

Teamwork and physical
strength

Researching Time 3:
Business Models

Learn how to develop a story and
set up projects

Project management and
writing skills

Challenge 5: Me Time

Campers sign up for activities that Enhance creativity and
spark own interests
problem solving

Challenge 6: Poseidon’s
Challenge

Be the first team to achieve a
series of objectives while
navigating on a raft

Enhanced teamwork,
leadership, problem solving,
and self-confidence.

Council of the Gods

Continue work from today’s
Mission Briefing

Team bonding, business skill
set

Debrief about the positive impacts
Sunset Game: Prometheus of camp and unwind with new
socialization, defining
Gift
friends in a campfire
personal values
Last message.

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Morning Games: Camp
Photos

Team and full camp photos

create lasting memories

Challenge 7: Atlas
knowledge

Develop navigation skills in the
hunt for buried treasure

Develop navigation skills and
problem-solving skills

Day 4: Now or Mission Briefing 3: Practice Finalize their commercials and
never- The
makes Perfect
talents
mindset to
Race through all the campsite and
save the world
compete in activities where the
teams need to use the knowledge
Challenge 8: The Titans
acquired during the camp and film
Race
their commercial
Camps Got Talent

Compete against other teams in a
camp wide talent competition

Build confidence, practice
business skill set
Understand the value of
critical thinking, teamwork,
and global issues, and
creativity to become a leader
Gain confidence and
showcase talents
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